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Editors Note: We hope you like the new look. This eﬀort to
update the WASP wi" be an ongoing process over the next
several months. We are asking for your input on design,
articles you write and wish to be included, as we" as links
to interesting website articles. For correspondence, please
include “WASP” in the subject line of e-mails you send. Emails can be sent to: publications@warrenastro.org

SHOW ME THE MONEY
We are all painfully aware of the economic situation in
the world. While many of us are familiar with the
plight of our Michigan automobile companies, you may
not be aware that 1 in 10 jobs in the US are involved
with the auto industry. And this doesn't include all the
impacted companies hurt by consumer spending reductions like restaurants, department stores, etc. And
if that wasn't enough...our beloved hobby of astronomy is also suffering mightily. The money spent on
astronomy equipment and related items is no different
than that spent for golfing, vacations, electronic
equipment, etc. The money used for these types of
things is called discretionary spending. That is to say
that when there is extra money at the end of the
month it might be targeted at our hobby. But with the
tight economy many people are electing to pocket any
left over money...or often don't have ANY left over
money. For us that means people cut back expenditures on astronomical equipment, astronomy vacations, magazines, etc.
I recently spoke to my good friend Bob Naeye,
boss at Sky and Telescope magazine. He said that
manufacturers and astronomy companies are
having a dramatic reduction in their sales...and
this means they have cut back on their ads in
magazines...which means magazines have to cut
back a bit on the number of pages in their maga-
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zines. You will see this happening the first quarter of
next year.
So what can we do about it....not much other than to
support the astronomy companies. I shudder to think
what can happen if a bunch of these companies start
going bust. We have benefited from the competition
between these companies and the constant goal of
outdoing the other company has given us equipment
that is dramatically better and at a better price/
performance level than just a few years ago.
Bob Berta
President, Warren Astronomical Society

DECEMBER, 2008
Family style meal includes:
Boneless Chicken Breast
Roast Beef with mushrooms
Meatballs and Gravy
Mostaccioli w/meat sauce
Scalloped potatoes
Buttered corn
Tossed Green Salad
Rolls, Coffee, Tea
Cherry Cheesecake
Happy Holidays, Bob Berta
President, Warren Astronomical Society

***********************

***********************

ANNUAL WAS HOLIDAY BANQUET

ANNUAL WAS HOLIDAY BANQUET

LAST CHANCE!

Featured Speaker: Dr. Mark John Christensen
"The Dawn of the Space Shuttle (Folly)"

Thursday, Dec. 18th
You are all invited to the Warren Astronomical Societies Annual Holiday Banquet. If you have attended this
“must do” event in the past, ‘nuff said. If not, you’ve
gotta check it out! Great venue, great food, great
speaker (this year: Mark John Christensen and “Dawn
of the Shuttle [Folly])”, and the elite of the elite of the
South East Michigan amateur astronomy community.
You too can “rub elbows” with such celebs as Dave “Dr
Einstein” Bailey, Steve “the wit” Uitti, Ken “Mr. Totality”
Bertin, Dr. Phil “Living Better With Chemistry” Martin,
and others.
Place:
DeCarlos Restaurant and Banquet Center
in the Fiesta Room
6015 E. 10 Mile Road near Mound
(note... there is another DeCarlos at a different location ... don't go there!)
Time:
Open Bar opens at 6:00pm...dinner
around 7:30pm
Cost: (This is the best part) $25 per person
Reservations required ...
Mail check and number of people attending to:
Steve Uitti
WAS Banquet
10933 Buckingham Ct.
Allen Park, Mi. 48101 / 313-389-5609

Mark John Christensen holds a Ph.D. in applied mathematics from Wayne State and an M.S. in physics from
Purdue. He was a professor at the School of Mathematics at Georgia Institute of Technology in the 1970s
and '80s before moving to the Chicago area to eventually become a Vice-President for Engineering at
Northrop.
He has a long history as telescope maker, observer,
and astrophotographer. Mark John was one of the
builders of the observatory of the Atlanta Astronomical
Society and has for some years been active in the Fox
Valley Astronomical Society. In his (well-spent) youth
he was in the Detroit Astronomical Society and Detroit
Observational and Astrophotographic Association. He
now does his astronomical activities principally in
southern California.

***********************

Oakland Astronomy Club NEWSLETTER
November 2008

http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews1108.html
Clear skies,
Bill MacIntosh

The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of
the WASP is e-mailed to each member and/or is available online at warrenastronomicalsociety.org. Requests by other Astronomy clubs to receive the WASP, and all other correspondence should be addressed to the Publications Director, Larry
Phipps, at publications@warrenastro.org. Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be submitted to the editor by the 28th day of each month. Any format of submission is accepted, however, the easiest forms for
this editor to use are plain text files. Most popular graphics formats are acceptable. The preferred method of submission is
electronically via e-mail with attachment to the editor. Alternative submissions include printed form delivered in person, or
via US mail. Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of the authors and are not necessarily the
opinions of the WAS or the editor. The WASP reserves the right to deny publication of any submission.
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ASTRONOMICAL EVENTS
DECEMBER, 2008

Date
1 Saturn stationary
2 Uranus 4.1S of Moon
4 Mercury greatest elong
4 FIRST QUARTER
4 Earth at perihelion
9 Moon furthest North
10 Moon at perigee
11 3 FULL MOON
11 Mercury stationary
11 Pollux 5.2N of Moon
13 Regulus 2.2N of Moon
14 Venus greatest elong
15 Saturn 5.6N of Moon
17 Spica 3.0N of Moon
18 LAST QUARTER

Date:__________________
18 Mercury 3.2N of Jupiter
20 Mercury inferior conjunc.
21 Antares 0.1S of Moon
22 Moon furthest South
23 Moon at apogee
23 Venus 1.2N of Uranus
24 Jupiter at conjunction
25 Mars 0.7N of Moon
25 Mercury 4.8N of Moon
26 Jupiter 0.0N of Moon
26 NEW MOON Eclipse
27 Mercury 4.3N of Mars
27 Neptune 1.6S of Moon
29 Uranus 4.2S of Moon
30 Venus 2.5S of Moon

***********************

IN THE NEWS

Meteorite pieces found
in Saskatchewan

these messengers of the history of our solar system,
galaxy and even our universe. If you have a habit of
buying too much telescope equipment, stay away from
meteorite collecting. Click on this link for more info:
http://geology.com/meteorites/value-of-meteorites.sht
ml
more recent images of the Canadian
meteorite fragments:
http://skyriver.ca/astro/bruce/meteorite.htm

(Thanks Richard Lipke)
***********************
Hubble Directly Observes a Planet Orbiting Another Star
NASA Science News for November 13, 2008

NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has taken the first
visible-light snapshot of a planet circling another star.
The planet, called 'Fomalhaut b', orbits the bright
southern star Fomalhaut located 25 light-years from
Earth. FULL STORY at
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2008/13nov_fomal
haut.htm?list1076889

RETURN OF THE LEONIDS

NASA Science News for December 4, 2008

Astronomers from Caltech and NASA are predicting a
near-storm of Leonids in 2009 based on a surprising
outburst of meteors just two weeks ago.
FULL STORY at:
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2008/04dec_leonid
s2009.htm?list1076889
Fragments of a meteorite were found in a small pond
at Buzzard Coulee, Sask. on Friday. (Geoff Howe/CP)
Fragments of a huge meteorite that lit up the skies
across Alberta and Saskatchewan last week have been
found near the border city of Lloydminster, University
of Calgary scientists say.
U of C planetary scientist Dr. Alan Hildebrand and
graduate student Ellen Milley announced Friday morning they located several meteorite fragments late
Thursday afternoon. Click below for full story:
http://www.cbc.ca/technology/story/2008/11/28/
meteorite.html

(Thanks John Schroer for pointing us to this article)
***********************

HOW MUCH ARE METEORITES WORTH?
by Richard Lipke
When John Schroer posted that link for the Canadian
fireball, WOW! I have always been fascinated with

(Thanks to Bob Berta for pointing us to this article)
***********************
GALAXY ZOO

WAS Members,
As discussed at the last Macomb meeting, the Galaxy
Zoo has opened its doors once more - for now, in a
preview, getting ready for the relaunch in January
2009. If you didn't participate in the first Galaxy Zoo,
you might not understand why the team promises
fewer orange blurs this time around; if you did, then
you do! They promise a more intimate experience with
each galaxy this time around, rather than just classifying each into "elliptical" or "spiral." I'm looking forward
to getting started.
If you've ever wanted to contribute to the science of
astronomy but find the rigors of the field discouraging,
this is a much easier way to help. The first classification project was a great success; you can help make
this new round just as successful.
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In brief, the address of the survey you must take to
access the preview site is:
http://www.astrosphere.org/Surveys/GalaxyZoo/
The invitation to participate by the Galaxy Zoo team is
below.
-Jonathan Kade
Dear All,
It's hard to believe it's November already, but here at
Galaxy Zoo we've been working hard to make the best
use of your hard work, producing scientific results
from the galaxies you've classified for us.
We're now ready to move on to the next phase of the
project; having shown that Galaxy Zoo's classifiers can
match the professionals in sorting out galaxies, we're
ready to give you a new challenge. Getting more detailed classifications will greatly increase the science
we can do, so we've taken the 250,000 (roughly)
brightest galaxies from the Galaxy Zoo sample and
need your help to sort through them. Instead of just
asking whether they are spiral or elliptical, Galaxy Zoo
2 allows you to spend more time with each galaxy.
What's more, the sample contains fewer orange blobs
so the chances of seeing something spectacular have
never been greater.
The site will go live in the coming weeks, but as a Galaxy Zoo volunteer you can have a sneak preview and
help us get the site ready for the world. Simply go to
http://www.astrosphere.org/Surveys/GalaxyZoo/ and
complete a short survey, and you'll be given access to
the wonderful world of Zoo 2.
(You will have to register a new account for access to
this preview version of Zoo 2).
If you're wondering what we've been up to with your
results so far, then you haven't been keeping up with
the blog (click here www.galaxyzooblog.org or follow
the link from the main site). Six papers are now completed and either published or in the hands of the
journals (two more will go in this week!), and the
string of telescopes which have been used to follow up
on Galaxy Zoo objects continues to grow - a team are
up on Kitt Peak in Arizona as I write, and the IRAM
millimeter dish in Spain will be following up on objects
selected using your classifications over the New Year
period. Each and every click on Zoo 2 will contribute
towards our understanding of the Universe. Please do
help us!
www.astrosphere.org/Surveys/GalaxyZoo/
-Chris & the Galaxy Zoo team.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE:
PLEASE NOTE: Sky and Telescope has changed their policy.
They no longer want the WAS treasurer to renew subscriptions.
Just send in your renewal at the club rate ($32.95), being sure to
indicate that you are a member of WAS. Once a year they send
the treasurer a list of people who have subscribed to Sky & Telescope for verification. This takes effect Immediately.

***********************
Planets Meeting Face to Face
by Diane Hall
Around these parts, the Michigan Nebula prevented a
viewing of the latest conjunction of Venus and Jupiter
on its peak date of Monday, 12/1. While it's a shame
to miss an celestial event that has been anticipated so
keenly, the memory of a previous conjunction comforts
me, and will tide me over until the next meeting of
planets.
The dawn of November 5th, 2004, marked the nadir of
my astronomical zeal. Work and other mundane distractions, combined with the sub-par Metro Detroit
skies, diverted my interest to other areas, like crinoid
fossils and obsolete power plants. Through my college
years, I had the happy combination of clear skies and
some "once in a lifetime" events, like the 1999 Leonids
and the May 2000 conjunction bonanza.
Upon
graduation, I received a one-way trip to Detroit plus
light pollution and the Michigan Nebula. Other than a
wretchedly cold attempt to view the Leonids from the
shores of Lake St. Clair and a mosquito-plagued stargazing session on St. Joseph's Island, I let my binoculars gather dust. I commuted to Flat Rock in those
days; perpetual construction on I-75 diverted me onto
surface streets, and most mornings I took a cruise
down Allen Road at a leisurely 50 miles per hour. At
that speed, I could enjoy the visual pleasures of each
season-- summer chicory and Queen Anne's lace
blooming in a vacant lot (now a half-finished townhouse project), autumn mist drifting out from a large
cemetery south of Pennsylvania Road, spring sunrise
over the candy-striped smokestacks of the Trenton
Channel powerhouse, and dark winter mornings punctuated by the phases of Luna.
With about twenty minutes left in the trip, I noticed a
pair of bright lights out my driver-side window, brilliant
against the predawn blue of the sky. Brilliant lights in
the skies south of Metro Airport are too often planes,
so I kept a periodic watch on the lights, checking their
orientation relative to me and to each other. They
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remained stable, like a pair of eyes-- one fully open,
the other half-closed in a wink. As the sky paled and
touches of rose and gold appeared in the scrub of
clouds along the eastern horizon, the glowing eyes
dimmed only a little, and I realized neither of them
could be a star. Planets, then-- too white for either to
be Mars, too large for either to be Saturn. Venus and
Jupiter, I decided, and I continued to watch as they
faded. First Jupiter did its slow dissolve until I could
only catch it with peripheral vision. Venus of course
held out longer against the daylight, but it too soon
faded from sight; by the time I reached my workplace
and got out of the car, the sky was empty but for
clouds.
As soon as the boss shut the door to his office, I
looked up the news to confirm that yes, Venus and
Jupiter had just made their finest showing until 2014.
It was another case of looking in the right place, at
the right time, and I can credit that happy incident
with sustaining my interest in astronomy. Within two
years, my husband and I had our first proper telescope and were exploring the skies in earnest. So,
while Michigan skies thwarted me on the 12/2/2008
conjunction, I'll be anticipating the next one, and perhaps by 2014 I'll again be in the right place at the
right time.

***********************
WAS Meetings scheduled for 2009
Cranbrook Meetings: Every 1st Monday
Jan 5, Feb 2, Mar 2, Apr 6, May 4, June 1,
July 6, Aug 3, Sept 7, Oct 5, Nov 2, Dec 7
Macomb Meetings: Every 3rd Thursday
Jan 15, Feb 19, Mar 19, Apr 16, May 21, June 18,
July 16, Aug 20, Sept 17, Oct 15, Nov 19, Dec 17

The next normally scheduled meeting of the Warren
Astronomical Society on Dec. 18, at Macomb County
Community College, is cancelled, in lieu of the Annual
Holiday Banquet at DeCarlo’s in Warren (see Page 1
for more info). The next Cranbrook meeting is scheduled for Monday, January 5, 2009.
After each meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, some club members go to a restaurant for a snack
and informal chat. All members are invited to join us
there.
We generally leave from the Macomb and
Cranbrook meetings about 10 PM, and meet at the
restaurant a few minutes later. We order food from
the menu, sit around and chat for about an hour, and
leave the restaurant between 11:30 PM and midnight.
After the Macomb meeting, club members meet at:

DECEMBER, 2008
National Coney Island
28901 Groesbeck Hwy
Roseville, MI 48066-2334
just south of 12 Mile Rd.
Roseville
Phone: 586-772-1324
After the Cranbrook meeting:
Red Coat Tavern
31542 Woodward
on the east side of Woodward, two blocks north of 13
Mile, just north of Burger King in Royal Oak
Phone: 248-549-0300

***********************

Warren Astronomical Society
Minutes of Board Meeting
November 3, 2008
Cranbrook

The meeting was called to order at 6:44 PM.
Attendance: Bob Berta, Gary Ross, Marty Kunz,
Jonathan Kade
Officers' reports:
Bob Berta discussed the president's meeting at Cranbrook on the coming Friday. He talked about the Goldsmith talk, which was a big success. He reported that
Wolcott Mill had asked us to help with more events, as
they expected increased usage in this economically
challenging time. In particular, he and Lee Hartwell will
be helping with their Heritage Festival in December
and would like any assistance they can get.

Gary Ross noted that we are doing very well for 2009
presentations. He needs to write back to Dr. Korista,
his preferred speaker for the 2009 banquet. He suggested that we reimburse people for extensive handouts such as Dave Bailey's.

Marty Kunz

went to Stargate for the October open
house, though the weather was not great. He is working on updating the membership list to provide proper
access to Stargate. Regarding an upcoming scout visit
to Stargate, Marty offers to potentially take care of
them on Saturday, November 22, if nobody can meet
them on November 21.
He is looking for the old laptop formerly used for keeping track of WAS Treasurer records, as he thinks it
would come in handy in making the treasurer's job
easier. He is also looking for old executive board mate-
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rials for all positions – there used to be sizable quantities.

Jonathan Kade

reported that the final round of banquet beg letters would go out soon.
Old business:

501(3)(c) registration – To register as a federal nonprofit, we need to pay a one-time registration fee:
$750 if the club will have annual income greater than
$10,000; $200 if less. Marty proposed that we register
for the higher level to keep options open. Marty motioned that we do so, Gary seconded, and the board
unanimously to register at the higher level. Additionally, Marty needs the meeting minutes for three consecutive business meetings (the second October meeting for 2006-2008), as well as bylaws and the constitution.
New business:

Michigan nonprofit status – Marty Kunz reported that
the club's was legally dissolved as a Michigan nonprofit
as of October; the last submission on record was in
October 2005. He is hopeful that we can be reinstated
quickly if we provide the required information quickly.

Banquet

– Bob reviewed responsibilities for the banquet. He noted that Bob Watt was going to reserve the
room at DeCarlos. Gary Ross volunteered to follow up
with Paul Strong of Macomb Community College regarding a projector for the presentation. The board
discussed potential award recipients. Bob said he
would contact Marty and Gus Povirk to check if Gus
could play piano this year. The board discussed putting
together a program for this year.
The board meeting adjourned at 7:28 PM.
Warren Astronomical Society
Minutes of General Meeting
November 20, 2008
Macomb
The meeting was called to order at 7:32 PM.
Officers' reports:
Bob Berta updated members on the progress of the
Presidents' Association, working towards selecting
high-profile speakers for the International Year of Astronomy. Your suggestions are appreciated. He discussed the recently-aired PBS documentary about
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George Ellery Hale and the great Mount Palomar observatory, "The Journey to Palomar." He reported that
Wolcott Mill had asked us to help with more events, as
they expected increased usage in 2009.

Gary Ross

announced the presentation schedule for
2008 through 2009 and noted that we are filling up
rapidly. He passed around a sign-up sheet for 2009
presentations.

Marty Kunz announced that the 2009 Stargate open
house dates would appear in the next issue of the
WASP. The next open house is December 6; Bob Berta
will be out. He passed around the membership roster
so that members could check their current membership status.

Jonathan Kade

gave a recap of the month's Cranbrook meeting. He announced that beg letters were
mailed and that the donations so far were very exciting – buy raffle tickets! He reported on the board's
vote on November 3 to authorize $750 for 501(3)(c)
registration to accept more than $10,000 annually. He
reported that a spectacular meteor video by local photographer Frank Uroda was available on the
warrenastro.org site.

Stephen Uitti

announced that the society is solvent
and that he is accepting payment for calendars and
the banquet.

Larry Phipps

noted that the latest newsletter features a link to an interactive map to the DeCarlos banquet hall to make sure you won't get lost on the way
to the banquet.
Interest groups:
Solar – Marty reports that the sun is dead and it's
awfully cloudy lately. Come to Cranbrook Sundays
from 1-4 to work towards getting your solar observing
award – just ask for Marty and see the sun in glorious
hydrogen alpha. The principles and handy tips for
making solar-observing offset masks were discussed.

Solar/Radio

– Dale noted that in his new hobby of
ham radio, the membership is intensely interested in
solar activity, as the ionosphere is more reflective in an
active solar season, allowing for longer-distance
transmissions of radio signals. It's an interesting crossdiscipline obsession.
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Discussion

– Jim Shedlowsky discussed a few of the
topics covered at the last discussion group meeting
and announced that the next meeting, the following
Thursday, would be at Jon Blum's house.

had received for members, which were sent out to the
warrenastro list by email. Bob B. reported on PocketPC
astronomy software called "Tachyon" that he finds extremely useful.

Double Star – Riyad Matti noted that the double star

In the News

group would meet at the next open house, December
6. He noted that an offset mask was beneficial for
double star observing as well, providing better resolution and a larger Airy disk, and that he had used it
with success on the Stargate Cass/Newt.
General meeting:
Calendars:
Dr. Phil Martin announced that, through the efforts
of many members, the fantastic 2009 WAS calendar is
available. It features member astro-images both photographic and ocular, dates of importance to the club,
and some important birthdays we shouldn't forget.

2008 Banquet:

December 18 in the Fiesta Room at
DeCarlos Banquet Center at 6015 E 10 Mi Rd. The
presentation will be "The Dawn of the Space Shuttle
(Folly)" by Dr. Mark John Christensen. The bar opens
at 6 PM; dinner is 7:30. Tickets at $25 per person. Pay
at a meeting or send your check and number of attendees to: Steve Uitti, WAS Banquet, 10933 Buckingham Ct., Allen Park, MI 48101

Observing Awards: Larry Kalinowski awarded Ken Bertin a new Solar Observing badge for his nine total
eclipses, two annular, and eight partial. He awarded
Diane Hall and Jonathan Kade their first badges, for
fifty Messier objects each – though Diane is currently
ahead.

Member Updates:

Ken Bertin dismissed unfounded
rumors and speculation about the after-effects of his
solar observing and promised to, in his words, "be
around a long time and irritate a lot of people." Gary
Ross reported that Jack Szymanski had beaten pneumonia, but was still otherwise in the same state as
previous. Dave D'Onofrio and Dick Gala reported on
Brian Klaus's continuously improving condition – he's
back in top form in debates. He needs visitors and
phone calls!

Merchandise Report:

Jonathan reported on the
somewhat questionable repackaging of episodes of
"The Universe" as a subscription called "Infinite Cosmos" by Astronomy. He reported on special offers we

– Ken reported on the mid-latitude glaciers on Mars and NASA's selection of future landing
sites. John Kriegel announced the opening of Galaxy
Zoo 2 – a great way to contribute to science and look
at amazing galaxies. Jonathan reported that Copernicus's remains had been positively identified and that
the upcoming Venus-Jupiter-crescent moon conjunction November 30/December 1 would be spectacular
(if the skies cooperate). Guy Maxim reported that
magnetars had been positively identified as a main
source for ultra-high-energy cosmic rays in the nearby
universe.
Break: 8:35-8:50
Presentation:

Guy Maxim

gave a rigorous but understandable
primer on detecting dark energy around supermassive
black holes in active galactic nuclei, as well as the
consequences of dark energy for the future of the universe.

Larry Phipps

gave a hands-on USB WiFi hardware
presentation – a little applied science number we'll call
"Wardriving With Kitchenware." If you've ever found
yourself needing wireless internet access and no legitimate way to attain it… Larry might be able to help.

Sandra Masika gave the main presentation, a whirlwind tour of San Jose's Lick Observatory – its history,
equipment, and scientific research. Great personal
anecdotes, historical incidents, and beautiful photos of
the observatory were undermined only by the cruel
and repeated references to Lick's 300 clear nights a
year and the rarity and preciousness of clouds above
the observatory. Various veteran Michigan astronomers
could be seen quietly weeping.
Thirty-five people attended the meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 10:04 PM.

***********************
Which is drier...Sahara Desert or
Antartica?

In the Sahara Desert , there is a town named Tidikelt,
which did not receive a drop of rain for ten years.
Technically though, the driest place on Earth is in the
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valleys of the Antarctic near Ross Island . There has
been no rainfall there for two million years.

***********************

SOLAR UPDATE

The National Association for Amateur Radio maintains

a website to promote interest in Amateur Radio communications and experimentation, represents US Radio
Amateurs in legislative matters, and maintains fraternalism and a high standard of conduct among Amateur Radio operators. Interestingly enough, a major
influence on how radio waves propagate in other than
straight line paths is electromagnetic radiation; both in
Earth’s atmosphere, and solar-terrestrial interactions.
As the Sun’s activity has a great influence on our electromagnetic field, amateur radio enthusiasts monitor
sun activity regularly. For more information concerning
radio propagation, visit the ARRL Technical Information
Service
Propagation
page
http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/propagation.html. To read
this week's Solar Report in its entirety, which includes
updates on sunspots, solar flares, and Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME), check out the W1AW Propagation
Bulletin page http://www.arrl.org/w1aw/prop/.
Propagation Forecast Bulletin
From Tad Cook, K7RA
Seattle, WA

(Thanks Norman Dillard for pointing us to this information)
***********************
A CALL FOR PRESENTERS:
CRANBROOK SPECIAL EVENTS!

As a result of the very successful Cranbrook presentation by Paul Goldsmith on October 17, 2008, the officers of WAS are appealing to the membership of WAS
to suggest people you would like to see at Cranbrooksponsored events in 2009. We may not be able to
bring Stephen Hawking over (who knows?), but other
than that, we're pretty open to suggestions. Please
give it some thought and send your suggestions to any
officer. Cost may be a factor, but with the current climate in SE Michigan, and the recent support of local
organizations (wink, wink, nod, nod), we may have
more options than we previously thought. Give it a
think, ok?

Warren Astronomical Society
2008 Presentations
DATE LOCATION PRESENTER
SUBJECT
18 - Dec DeCarlo’s Mark John Chris- Dawn Of The Shuttensen
tle (Folly)

Fiesta Room

5 - Jan Cranbrook

G.M. Ross and
Sidney Keeler

Early Winter Meteors, & Education
for the Stars Over
D-A Ranch
The Constellations
of H. A. Rey

15 - Jan Macomb

Gary Gathen

2 - Feb Cranbrook

Larry Phipps

18 - Feb Macomb

Diane Hall

10 Biggest Astronomical Discoveries of the Last 35
Years
Lost Constellations

2 - Mar Cranbrook

Ken Bertin

George Ellery Hale

19 - Mar Macomb

Stephen Uitti

T. B. D.

Please contact the 1st V.P. (program chairperson) to:
1: Schedule new presentation.
2: Alter scheduled presentations.
3: Add a subject title to your presentation.
4: Change the subject title of your presentation.

***********************

2008 Stargate Observatory Open
House Schedule

NOTE: Depending on weather at the time, open house
dates are:
Jan 03, Feb 07, Mar 07, Apr 04, May 02, May 30,
June 27, July 25 (WAS Picnic), Aug 01, Aug 29,
Sept 26, Oct 24, Nov 21, Dec 26
1. Normal closing time will depend on events, weather,
and other variables.
2. The observatory may be closed one hour after opening
time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact me for other arrangements, such as late arrival
time.
4. An alternative person will be appointed to open the
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observatory if I cannot attend a scheduled date or opening time.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled
open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending
on weather or staﬃng availability.
7. An e-mail will be posted no later than 2 hours before
starting time incase of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to email me up to 2 hours before the posted
opening with any questions you may have. I will not be
able to receive e-mail after 2 hours before open time.
Generally only strong rain or snow would prevent the
open house...even if it is clouded over I plan on being
there. Often the weather is cloudy but clears up as the
evening progresses.
Marty Kunz
W.A.S. 2nd V.P. (2008)

slowly and tantalizingly out of reach.
It's expected to fall into Earth's atmosphere and burn
up, perhaps in a few weeks. But Kevin Fetter caught a
final record of it first, as a white dot crossing an area
of black sky in about four seconds. (youtube.com, and
search for "Kevin Fetter.") It's too dim to see with the
naked eye.

***********************
Astronaut's Tool Bag found;
no reward offered

Read the rest at:
http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/news/story.html
?id=26e8a809-686a-43f7-b6bb-7f28d9d43030

(As space mistakes go, the dropping of a tool bag after
a grease gun explosion is understandable, but still a
bit embarrassing. It's a little bit more embarrassing
now that a Canadian amateur astronomer successfully
imaged the tool bag in orbit. -Jonathan K.)

Amateur Brockville astronomer searches,
finds, records lost equipment near space station
Tom Spears, Ottawa Citizen
Published: Thursday, November 27, 2008

Space officials in many countries chart space debris,
since no one wants a satellite or spacecraft to bump
into it. The tool bag was duly entered as space junk,
and Mr. Fetter looked up its orbital information. "I
looked to see when it was going to pass by, and
looked for a bright star I could use as a reference," he
said. He found a bright star on the bag's path, pointed
his telescope and video equipment at the star, and hit
the record button.

***********************

What Happened to Comet
Holmes?
by Dr. Tony Phillips
One year after Comet 17P/Holmes shocked onlookers
by exploding in the night sky, researchers are beginning to understand what happened.
“We believe that a cavern full of ice, located as much
as 100 meters beneath the crust of the comet’s nucleus, underwent a change of phase,” says Bill Reach
of NASA's Spitzer Science Center at the California Institute of Technology. “Amorphous ice turned into
crystalline ice” and, in the transition, released enough
heat to cause Holmes to blow its top.

An amateur astronomer in Brockville has captured
NASA's missing tool bag on video and it has since
been posted on YouTube. The tool bag and its contents are worth $100,000. Astronaut Heidemarie Stef
anyshyn-Piper dropped it during a spacewalk late last
week, and her helmet camera captured it floating

Anyone watching the sky in October 2007 will remember how the comet brightened a million-fold to nakedeye visibility. It looked more like a planet than a
comet—strangely spherical and utterly lacking a tail.
By November 2007, the expanding dust cloud was
larger than Jupiter itself, and people were noticing it
from brightly-lit cities.
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Knowing that infrared telescopes are particularly sensitive to the warm glow of comet dust, Reach and colleague Jeremie Vaubaillon, also of Caltech, applied for
observing time on the Spitzer Space Telescope—and
they got it. “We used Spitzer to observe Comet Holmes in November and again in February and March
2008,” says Reach.
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The infrared glow of the expanding dust cloud told the
investigators how much mass was involved and how
fast the material was moving. “The energy of the blast
was about 1014 joules and the total mass was of order 1010 kg.” In other words, Holmes exploded like 24
kilotons of TNT and ejected 10 million metric tons of
dust and gas into space.
These astonishing numbers are best explained by a
subterranean cavern of phase-changing ice, Reach
believes. “The mass and energy are in the right ballpark,” he says, and it also explains why Comet Holmes
is a “repeat exploder.”
Another explosion was observed in 1892. It was a
lesser blast than the 2007 event, but enough to attract
the attention of American astronomer Edwin Holmes,
who discovered the comet when it suddenly brightened. Two explosions (1892, 2007) would require two
caverns. That’s no problem because comets are notoriously porous and lumpy. In fact, there are probably
more than two caverns, which would mean Comet
Holmes is poised to explode again.

Comet Holmes as imaged by the multiband imaging
photometer (MIPS) on the Spitzer Space Telescope.
The enhanced contrast image at the right shows the
comet’s outer shell and mysterious filaments of dust.

When?
“The astronomer who can answer that question will be
famous!” laughs Vaubaillon.
“No one knows what triggered the phase change,”
says Reach. He speculates that maybe a comet-quake
sent seismic waves echoing through the comet’s caverns, compressing the ice and changing its form. Or a
meteoroid might have penetrated the comet’s crust
and set events in motion that way. “It’s still a mystery.”
But not as much as it used to be.
See more Spitzer images of comets and other heavenly objects at www.spitzer.caltech.edu. Kids and
grownups can challenge their spatial reasoning powers
by solving Spitzer infrared “Slyder” puzzles at
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/slyder.

We thank the following people for their
contributions to this and previous editions
of the WASP:
BOB BERTA
RICHARD LIPKE
JOHN SCHROER
JONATHAN KADE
DIANE HALL
STEPHEN UITTI
G.M. ROSS
RICHARD GALA
JON BLUM
NORMAN DILLARD

And a Very Special Thank You to Cliff Jones,Editor of WASP from August, 2003 to May, 2008.
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THE SWAP SHOP

This column is for those who are

interested in buying, trading or
selling items. At the present time,
you may submit ads of items for
sale to Larry Phipps, 313.532.4451
(publications@warrenastro.org).
The ad will run for six months. The
month and year the ad will be removed is also shown.

FOR SALE: Coulter mirror tube including diagonal
mirror & mount. The tube has some scuffs but should
paint up nicely. It measures 75" long x 19.75" ID.
$10. Picture avail. by E-mail (astro88848@yahoo.com)
248/528-9235 (Glenn). [12-2008]

-editor] - Paris) terrestrial scope with alt/az mount at
the Antique Arms show in Novi on November 29th.
The scope lens was in good condition. It comes with
it's original case, eyepieces and hard wood tripod. The
scopes’ eyepieces include what looked to me to be
about a 15 mm with erecting lens installed for land
viewing, and a solar eyepiece. Rack and pinion focus
fine, slide for course focus. The scope is secured to
the tripod with two bolts, no finder. Asking price
$2000.00 or best offer. For more information contact
Buck's Collections (989) 354-5202 in Alpena, MI.
Nice addition to a collection if you’re in the market.

FOR SALE: Discovery PDHQ Dobsonian Telescope,
12.5”, f5, (94% pyrex mirror reflectivity), 1 1/4”, 2”
Crayford focuser, Base plus 2x2’ Platform, 12v antidew system, Telrad Reflex Sight, Aluminum foam lined
lens case, Meade lenses: 40 mm super wide, 32 mm
super plossl, 8.8 mm ultra wide, 12.4 mm super plossl,
4.7 mm super plossl, 2x “shorty” Barlow. Sirius

Lenses: 25 mm plossl, 17 mm plossl, 10 mm plossl.
Filters: 1 1/4” 13%, 25% Moon, 1 1/4” variable po-

larizer (moon), 1 1/4”, 2” Oxygen III, 1 1/4” Narrow
Band, 1 1/4” Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, 2” Fine Focus
Adapter, Orion Collimating Cheshire, Orion LaserMate
Collimator, Red Beam Flashlight, Desert Storm “Aluminum” Cover, Transporting Dolly. Initial Purchase Price:
$3500. Asking Price: $1900. Contact Al McDonald,
248 -343-1643. [03-2009]
FOR SALE: Orion Skyquest xT8, 8” Dobsonian Telescope, 1200 mm; f/5.9, crayford
style focuser that accepts 2”
and 1.25” eyepieces. Comes
with Object Locator. Enjoy fully
computerized object capability.
Also comes with Sirius Lenses;
25 mm plossl and 10 mm plossl,
9x50 right angle finder, and the
Orion Lasermate Deluxe Collimator. Bought in April 2008. Still under warranty until
April, ’09. Asking price: $550 or best offer. Contact
John Kosmo at 586-427-6014 [04-2009]
FOR SALE: (Info forwarded by Alan Rothenberg)
A 3" (what I think is a "Le Feaver", [or Le Febure?

Here’s hoping everyone had a good
year,and that next year will be even better. We know that several of our members
have struggled with difficult challenges
this year,so let it be known, for all to
see, that our thoughts and prayers are
with you. The kindness and generosity of
members of the Warren Astronomical
Society has shown this organization to be
one of the finest in Michigan.
Happy Holidays to everyone!
Larry Phipps,
Publications Director, Editor
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